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SARS Grant Application, Mistley Parish Council, October 2021 
 

The specific amount of the grant:  
SARS are very respectful that parish councils have different budgets so we are looking for a 
contribution of whatever Mistley Parish Council can donate. The average cost of a SARS call 
out is £350.  We need to raise £130,000 to cover our core running costs (not including any 
large capital projects), so any contributions towards this total are very welcome. 
 
What the funding is for:  
Core running costs. 
 
Breakdown of costs and any funds already raised: 
It now costs on average around £11,000 per month to keep SARS running as we have added 
additional clinicians to our cohort over the last 12 months. These costs includes keeping all 
31 volunteer responders active and on the road – regular expenditure includes replacing their 
medical kit, insurance, drugs, personal protective clothing. We also have the core running 
costs to cover of our 3 team vehicles (SMED20. SMED26 & SMED27). So far this financial year 
(commencing April 2021) we have raised approximately £70,000 and any donation the 
council can give to support our charitable activity would be very much appreciated 
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How the project will benefit Mistley and its residents and how many residents will 
benefit; (if possible, an approximate breakdown of age groups too):   
 
We do not retain patient identifiable data but we have attended incidents in Mistley and its 
surrounding area this year. In fact we have doubled our activity in the North East Essex area 
already in 2021. Sometimes it is very difficult to quantify the benefit to a specific village as 
some people are treated in their own homes, many others are involved in life-threatening 
incidents away from their village - shopping, visiting relatives, leisure activities, so we would 
ask that you bear this in mind.  Our experience has been called upon to help at incidents in 
Colchester, Manningtree as well as Mistley. We are active in your area. 
 
Latest set of basic summary Accounts/Financial Statement (up to 2 A4 pages): 
Our latest accounts can be found listed on the charity commission website under charity 
number 1168764: 
http://apps.charitycommission.gov.uk/Accounts/Ends64/0001168764_AC_20190331_E_C.p
df 
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